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Let t(G) denote the cardinality of a maximum induced forest of a graph G with n vertices. 
For connected simple cubic graphs G without triangles, it is shown that r(G) 3 2n/3 except for 
two particular graphs. This lower bound is sharp and it improves a result due to J.A. Bondy, et 
al. [l]. Using this result, we show that Ewald Speckenmeyer’s Conjecture, i.e. r(G) 2 2n/3 for 
all biconnected cubic graphs G with girth 4, is true, except for two particular graphs, which we 
describe. 
1. Introducton 
All graphs here are connected, simple, and undirected. G denotes a graph with 
n vertices. V(G) denotes the set of vertices of G. t(G) denotes the cardinality of 
a maximum induced forest of G. In this paper, we only consider cubic graphs with 
no triangles. The girth of a graph is the length of a shortest cycle in it. 
Several previous papers study maximum induced forests of cubic graphs [l-5]. 
In [l, 21, the best possible bound of t(G) 2 ]5n/8] for any connected cubic graph 
was obtained. It follows easily from the main result of [3] that for any cubic graph 
C with girth at least 5, t(G) 2 2n/3. Speckenmeyer conjectured that this is still true 
for any biconnected cubic graph with girth 4. He also pointed out that if this 
conjecture is true then the lower bound, 2n/3, on t(G) is tight. In [l], it was 
shown that t(G) 2 (2n - 1)/3 for connected cubic graphs without triangle. In this 
paper, we prove that t(G) 5 2n/3 for any cubic graph G without triangles, except 
for two cubic graphs with n = 8 and f(G) = 5. This lower bound is best possible 
and implies that Speckenmeyer’s conjecture is true with two exceptions, and also 
improves a result of [l]. Our proof technique differs completely from those used 
in [l] and [3]. 
In Section 2, we prove that t(G) 2 [2n/3]. In Section 3, it is shown that 
t(G) 2 2n /3 with two exceptions. 
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2. The proof of t(G) 2 [2n/3] 
Let T be a maximum induced forest of G, and T,, T2, . . . , T, be all connected 
components of T. Let 1 TI, ) T[ denote the cardinalities of the vertex sets of T and 
r. We assume that T has the smallest number of connected components among 
all maximum induced forests of G. For any n E V(G), N(x) denotes the set of 
neighbors of x in G. 
For the above T, we have the following propositions. 
Proposition 1. For any x E V(G) - V(T), 
l~I{i:N(x)nV(?l)#0}1S2 
Proof. If ({i:N(x)fIV(TJfO}I=O or 3, then the subgraph of G induced by 
T U {x} is a forest. This contradicts the fact that T is maximum. Cl 
The following is a basic proposition: 
Proposition 2. For any x, y E V(G) - V(T), x fy, if IN(x) f~ V(ZJ:)l=2 and 
IN(y) n V(q)1 = 2 for some i, j (i, j may be equal), then (N(x) rl V(TJ) fl 
(N(Y) n V(T)) = 0. 
Proof. If i fj, obvious. If i = j and N(x) rl N(y) fl V(T) # 0, let z E N(X) n 
N(y) fl V(TJ, then z is a leaf of T. Since G has no triangles, x and y are not 
adjacent. Let x’ E N(x) and not be in N(x) fl V(TJ, y’ E N(y) and not be in 
N(y) fl V(z). If there is Tk so that V(T,) contains one of x’, y’ (note k Zi), say 
x’ E V(Tk) then the subgraph of G induced by (V(T) - {z}) U {x} is a forest with 
the same number of vertices. Therefore it is a maximum induced forest with 
fewer connected components than T. A contradiction. If the Tk does not exist, 
one can check easily that the subgraph of G induced by (V(T) - {z}) U {x, y} is a 
forest. It has more vertices than T, a contradiction. 0 
For z let 
N; = {x :x E V(G) - V(T), IN(x) n V('rl)l = 2}, 
N: = {x :x E V(G) - V(T), IN(x) n V(TJl = 3). 
If A and B are two subsets of V(G), [A, B] d enotes the set of edges with one 
end in A and the other in B. 
Proposition 3. For 7;, let x E NY, N(x) n V(TJ = {x,, x2}. If there is lj (j #i) 
such that N(x) n V( ?;-) # 0 then each interior vertex of the subpath of z with end 
vertices x1, x2, has degree 3 in z. 
Proof. First note that the subpath of T with ends xi, x2 has at least three 
vertices, for G has no triangles. If y is a vertex on the subpath not xi and x2 and 
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has degree 2 in 7;, one can check easily that the subgraph of G induced by 
(V(T) - {Y]) u { x > is a maximum induced forest for G and has fewer connected 
components than T. This contradicts the choice of T. 0 
Proposition 4. {V(TJ U NT U NT: i = 1, 2, . . . , s} is a partition of V(G) and 
{NfUN?:i= 1,2,. . . , s} is a partition of V(G) - V(T). 
Proof. Note that G is cubic. This proposition can be obtained directly from 
Proposition 1. 0 
Since 3 ITI = ([V(T), N? U N?]] + ][V(T), Uj+i (N,2 U NT)]1 + 2(lTl - I), we 
have 
Proposition 5. 1x1 = 3 IN’1 + 2 IN’] - 2 + [[V(T), iJj+i (N; U NT)]l. 
Proposition 6. If NT = 0 then 
ITJ a 2 IN;1 = 2(IN;I + IN;l). 
Proof. If N: = 0, then ] z] 2 0 = 2(]N$ + IN’]). If NT # 0, by Proposition 2, we 
also have ]K] 22 IN?]. 0 
Proposition 7. Zf IN?1 2 2, then 
IZJ a2(IN31 + IN”I). 
Proof. By Proposition 5, it is true. 0 
Proposition 8. Zf ITI <2(IN?I + IN?I), then IN:1 = 1, IT] = 2(IN?I + IN”]) - 1 and 
I[V(T), Uj+i(N~UN~)]l ~0. 
Proof. By Propositions 6 and 7 and the assumption, IN’] = 1. By Proposition 5 
and the above result, ];rl:] 3 2(]N:] + ]Nj’]) - 1. Thus ]T] = 2(]N?] + IN”]) - 1 and 
I[V(K), Uj+i(NF’JNT)]l ~0. 0 
Proposition 9. Zf I KI = 2(INTI + ] N?]) - 1, then Ir;l bus at most one vertex with 
degree 3 and each of its leaves is udjucent to the vertex in N:. 
Proof. By Proposition 8, IN:] = 1 and [V(TJ, Uj+i (NT U NT)] = 0. Then by 
proposition 2, each leaf of r is adjacent to the vertex in N?. Also by Proposition 
2, ]z]z=2(]N?] + I{x:xEV(ZJ with degree 3 in T}]. If Z has more than one 
vertex having degree 3, I KI 2 2 IN;] + 2 = 2(]N?( + IN”]). This contradicts the 
assumption. Cl 
Proposition 10. Zf T is a tree, i.e. s = 1, then 
t(G) a [2n/3]. 
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Proof. Since s = 1, T = T, and IT] + IN;] + IN:] = it, if JTI 2 2(]NT] + IN:]), then 
JTI a 2n/3; if ITI < 2(]Nf] + IN:]) then by Proposition 8, f(G) = ITI = 2(INfI + 
IN:I) - 1 and therefore t(G) = ]2n/3]. Cl 
The following is the crucial proposition. 
Proposition 11. Zf T has more than one connected component, then for any T, 
IZJ 2 2(IN?( + (N?I). 
Proof. By contradiction. 
If there is T such that IT] <2(]NF] + IN?]), then by Propositions 8 and 9, 
IT] = 2(]NP] + IN”]) - 1, IN’] = 1 and [V(z), lJj+ (Nf U Nj)] is empty. By Propo- 
sition 9, r has at most one vertex having degree 3. We may assume N: = { y,}, 
and let N(yJ = { x1, x2, x3}. Since T has more than one connected components, 
[N; U N:, V(G) - (V(T) UN; UN:] is not empty. There are two cases: 
Case 1. T has no vertex with degree 3, i.e. T is a path. By Proposition 9, each 
leaf (or end) of T is in N(yi). We may assume the two end vertices are x1, x2. We 
also assume N(q) n V(Z) = { y,, yz}. Since G has no triangles, {xi, x2} tl 
(~1, YZ] = 0. Ti h as no vertex with degree 3, by Proposition 3, [NY U N;, V(T) - 
V(T)] is empty. SO [N? U N?, V(G) - (V(TJ U NF U N?)] = [N? U N?, lJj+i (Nf U 
Nj)] U [Nf U N?, V(T) - V( TJ] = [Nf U NT, Uj+i (NF U N;)] # 0. Let z be a 
vertex in Nf such that z is incident with one edge in [N: UN?, lJj+ (Nf U NT)]. 
Let N(z) tl V(TJ = { zl, zz}. Let P be the subpath of K with ends zi, z,. Since G 
has no triangles, IV(P)1 3 3. 
Subcase 1. If there is u E V(P), v #zl, z,, such that u #x3, then we let u’ be 
the vertex in NJ and adjacent to u, u #xi, x2. One can check easily that the 
subgraph T,! of G induced by (V(TJ - {v}) U {z, v’} is a forest. Since [NFU 
N;, V(T) - V(T)] . IS empty, (Uj,i q) U Ti is an induced forest of G with more 
vertices than T. A contradiction. 
Subcase 2. The IJ in Subcase 1 does not exist. Then IV(P)1 = 3, and 
{zr, zz} = {yr, yz}. So {zi, zz} fl {x1, x2} = 0, for there are no triangles in G. Let 
xi be the vertex in NF and adjacent to x1. Similar to Subcase 1, the subgraph of G 
induced by (V( TJ - { x1, x3}) U {yi, xi, z} is a forest with more vertices than T. 
A contradiction again. 
Case 2. z has one vertex with degree 3, say yj. Let N(yi) = {ul, u2, u3} 
(G V(T)). By Proposition 9, N(yi) = { x1, x2, xg} is the set of leaves of z. Note 
that [NFUNY, V(G)-(V(~)UN~UN~)]#@ and [V(z), IJj+i(NFU NY)]=@. If 
[NF U N?, V(T) - V(TJ] #0, then there is I; (i #i) and z E NT so that N(z) tl 
V(2;) #0. By Proposition 3, N(z) tl V(K) c N(yl} = {ul, u2, u3}, say N(Z) rl 
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V(T,) = {ul, u2}. Since for any Z’ with the same property of z, i.e. z’ EN: and 
there is & (I # i) so that N(z’) fl V(T,) #0, then as shown above, one has 
N(z’) rl V(TJ c N(yl). By Proposition 2, we known z = z’. Thus z is unique. 
There is at least one of xi, x2, x3 which is not in {ui, u2}, x1 say. So we may 
assume xi E NT, xi fyi and XI is adjacent to x1. Note that there is at least one of 
ul, u2 which is not on the subpath of T having end vertices xi, y:. Assume u1 is 
not on this subpath. Then one can check easily that the subgraph TI of G induced 
by (V(z) - {u,, x1}) U {z, yi, xi} is a forest. Since z is unique, [N? U N?, V(T) - 
V(z)] has only one edge. Thus (Uj+i I;) U TI is an induced forest. This 
contradicts that T is maximum. If [NF U NY, V(T) - V(TJ] = 0, then [N? U 
N:, l_j,i NT U N;) # 0. There is u E Nf such that N(u) fl (Uj,i Nf U N;) # 0. 
Replace z by u, and do the same thing as before. Without any difficulty we can 
derive a contradiction. 0 
By Proposition 11, if T has more than one connected components, then 
ITI = Ci ITI 2 2 Ci (IN’1 + IN”I) = 2 IV(G) - V(T)I. Thus we have 
Proposition 12. Zf T has more than one connected components, t(G) = I TI 2 2nl3. 
By Proposition 10 and 12, we have 
Theorem 1. For any cubic connected graph G without triangles, t(G) 2 \2n/3]. 
In [3], there is a number of graphs to demonstrate that the lower bound on 
t(G) is tight. 
3. The graphs with f(G) < 2n/3 
Let Gi, G2 be the graphs shown in Fig. 1. 
In this section we will prove that if t(G) = [2n/3] < 2n/3 then G is either G1 or 
G2. T is the same as before. 
Fig. 1 
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By Propositions 10 and 12, the only case of t(G) = [2n/3] < 2n/3 is that T is a 
tree, i.e. T is connected. In this case ITI = ITI1 = 2(IN:I + IN:I) - 1 (see the proof 
of Proposition 10). For convenience, use N* to denote NT as well as N3 to N:. By 
Propositions 8 and 9, IN31 = 1 and T has at most one vertex having degree 3. Let 
N3 = {Y>, N(Y) = 1 x1, x2, x3}. By Proposition 9, all leaves of T are in N(y). 
Under the above notations, we have 
Proposition W. Zf t(G) = [2n/3] < 2n/3, then G is either G1 or G2. 
Proof. Case 1. T has no vertex having degree 3. Thus T is a path. Since 
N(y) = {xi, x2, x3} contains all leaves of T, we may assume x1, x2 are the ends of 
T. Let N(x3) = {ul, y2}. Then {x1, x2} rl {ui, u2} = 0 for G has no triangles. We 
may assume z, is the vertex on T adjacent to xk (k = 1, 2). Since G has no 
triangles, x3 f zi, z,. Let xi, zi, z; and xi belong to N* and be adjacent to xi, zl, 
z2 and x2 respectively. Then xi, z; as well as xi, z; are adjacent, otherwise the 
subgraph of G induced by (V(T) - {zl}) U { xl, z;} is a bigger forest than T. We 
claim {xi, z;} = {xi, z;}. Otherwise {xi, z;} n {xi, z;} = 0 for G is cubic, and 
therfore the subgraph induced by (V(T) - {x1, x2}) U {xi, xi, y} is a bigger 
forest, a contradiction. If T has only 5 vertices, then by the above result G is 
either G1 or G2. If T has more than 5 vertices, then we choose a vertex which is 
on T and not xi, x2 and adjacent to one of zi, z2. Assume this vertex is v and 
adjacent to zl, and also assume V’ is the vertex in N* adjacent to V. Then the 
subgraph induced by (V(T) - {v}) U { v’, z;} is a bigger forest, a contradiction. 
Case 2. T has one vertex with degree 3. By Proposition 9, N(y) = {xi, x2, x3} 
is the set of leaves of T. So T has at least 4 vertices. Since T has odd number of 
vertices, ITI 25. Let y’ be the vertex of T having degree 3, and xi be the vertex 
in N* adjacent to xk (k = 1,2, 3). By the choice of x; (k = 1, 2, 3) at least two of 
them are different. If there are two of xi, xl, xi, say xi, xi, which are not 
adjacent, then the subgraph induced by (V(T) - {x1, x2}) U {xi, xi, y} is a bigger 
forest than T. So all vertices in {xl, xi, xi} are mutually adjacent, and therefore 
1(x;, xi, xi}1 = 2. We may assume xi = xi, then {xl, xi, xi} = {xi, xi} and xi, xi 
are adjacent. See Fig. 2. 
X’ 
1 x,2 
X 
I Q + x3 x2 
Y 
Fig. 2. 
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Claim 1. x1, y’ are adjacent. 
If the claim is not true, then we 
Y 
Fig. 3. 
assume v is the vertex of T adjacent to x1, and 
V’ is the vertex in Nz adjacent to V. Note that Y’ #xi for G has no triangles. The 
subgraph induced by (V(T) - {v}) U { TV’, xi} is a bigger forest than T, a 
contradiction. 
Claim 2. For any vertex x on the subpath of T with ends x2, x3, and x Zy’, x2, 
xg, we have that x, xi are adjacent, and therefore this subpath has 4 vertices. 
If x, xi are not adjacent, let x’ be the vertex in N2 adjacent to x. Then the 
subgraph induced by (V(T) - {x}) U { x’, xi} is a bigger forest than T, a 
contradiction again. 
By Claims 1 and 2, we have that G is one of the graphs shown in Fig. 3. By 
symmetry, the two graphs in Fig. 3 are the same as Gi. 0 
By Proposition 13, and Theorem 1, we have 
Theorem 2. Zf G is not G1, Gz then t(G) 2 2~113. 
This shows that Speckenmeyer’s conjecture is true with two exceptions. 
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